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Introduction

The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2008 led to a substantial write down in the value of some investments such as Collateralised Debt Obligations (CDOs) by the product issuers. One group of investors holding some of these CDO assets were NSW local councils who were permitted (under the Local Government Act, 1993) to invest council funds in a range of sophisticated investment products, such as CDOs. Investment in these products was conditional that these products held a sufficiently high credit rating as determined by ratings agencies such as Moody’s Investors Services Inc., Standard and Poor’s Investors Service Inc. or Fitch Ratings. As a result of the collapse of the underlying value of the assets backing these financial derivative products, NSW local councils have written down their financial investments to the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars (Barton 2005; Cole 2008). “At the end of 2006-07 financial year, local councils in NSW had invested $590 million dollars in structured financial products such as collateralised debt obligations (CDOs). Six months later, the market value of these investments dropped $200 million to $390 million” (Jones & Bowrey 2010, p38). Following the onset of the GFC, in July 2008, the Director General of the NSW Department of Local Government, Garry Payne, issued revised ministerial investment orders (NSW DLG 2008) emphasising the need for councils to exercise due care and diligence in their financial operations and significantly curtailing the investments in which local councils should entrust council funds. The NSW State Government commissioned a seminal report (Cole 2008) outlining the questionable investment practices of local councils and the possible ramifications of post-GFC write downs. By January 2011, the Local Government Act 1993 – Investment Order (Local Government Act 1993-Investment Order 2011) (relating to investments by councils) offered councils very limited, prescriptive and conservative investment options with an enhanced emphasis on fiduciary responsibility and prudence.

While the Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) were aware as early as 2007 that NSW local councils were investing in CDOs, and, even earlier during 2005, the Reserve Bank Australia (RBA) had identified that potentially CDOs were a high risk product (Black & Rai 2005), there was little done to prevent investment in them. Ultimately the decision to invest (or not) in CDOs, was in the hands of individual councils. Local councils were able to adopt a more conservative approach if they wished and could have chosen to invest only in low risk, capital secured products.

This paper explores the perceptions of finance managers from four groups (or sets) of local councils, with each group taking a substantially different approach to investing in CDOs (and other sophisticated investment products). The study uses the lens of Bourdieu’s Theory of Practice to describe and explain the behaviour of four groups of councils regarding their decisions to invest (or
not) in CDOs. Two interesting themes emerge in this study. Firstly, the local councils’ differing views on the appropriate role of local councils; in Bourdieu’s terms, this could be seen as “habitus”. Secondly, the degree and form of “capital” that a council should have before proceeding with an investment in sophisticated financial products; in Bourdieu’s terms this includes knowledge, competencies, and skills as well as capital in the usual meaning of economic resources. The contribution of this article is to explore how four groups of local councils came to quite divergent interpretations of what constitutes an appropriate investment and, given this divergence of interpretation, offer some policy suggestions for local council corporate governance in the future.

Background to NSW Local Councils Investments

NSW local councils’ financial investments are controlled by the legislative conditions imposed by the NSW state government. Introduction of the 1993 Local Government Act saw the beginning of significant changes to the types of investments that councils were permitted to consider. The 1993 Local Government Act made reference to the NSW 1925 Trustees Act and imposed the condition that councils should consider themselves trustees of public funds with a responsibility to exercise due care and diligence in the investment of public monies (NSW Trustees Act 1925, Section 14). However, later amendments to the 1993 Local Government Act removed the reference to the Trustees Act 1925 (Dollery, Fletcher & Rao 1998; Dollery, Wallis & Allan 2006) thereby weakening the stewardship component of managing public monies. These reforms to the financial reporting requirements of local governments were promoted on the basis that they would result in an improvement in the usefulness of the reports for decision making and enhance accountability (Carnegie 2005).

The Department of Local Government (DLG) provides guidance to councils (DLG 2006) in interpreting the provisions within the Act. Dredge (2001) proposed that the 1993 NSW Local Government Act reflects the changes which have occurred in society and the expectations which are placed on government bodies. This Act was designed to include provisions to accommodate the changes society had undergone by emphasising “greater accountability by local councils to their communities; more professional management of the day-to-day activities of local councils; and increased flexibility to devise methods of efficient service delivery and the performance of regulatory activities” (Dredge 2001 p. 370). Prior to the collapse of the CDO market in 2007, and the subsequent write down of investments in those types of products, NSW local councils had been permitted to invest in a diverse range of products. Predominately they were allowed to invest in products that had either, been issued by a company with a credit rating of A or better, or were securities which had been given a credit rating of A or better. Approved products have been
stipulated by the NSW Treasury and have been subject to a series of changes over the last decade and a half. Significant changes were made to the guidelines after the GFC began and the release of the Cole Report (2008) which highlighted the losses (of over $200 million) suffered by NSW Local councils.

**Collaterised Debt Obligations (CDOs)**

CDOs were created out of the desire of banks to sell their credit risk on to third party investors via the capital markets. CDOs are highly complex financial tools that repackage individual loans into a product that can be sold on the secondary market. They are special purpose vehicles that acquire a range of portfolios and issue securities which are primarily backed by the cash flows expected from the acquired assets. These assets were often then sold on to entities based in locations such as the Cayman Islands or Ireland as a means to ensure that there was remoteness from the issuer (Benmelech & Dlugosz 2009, p. 4). “They are essentially a pool of debt instruments in which investors take tranches with different levels of risk” (Tett 2007). Or, as described by Ray (2006, p. 184), CDOs are investment shells which “contain all types of rated and unrated securities which include bonds, promissory notes, project-finance loans, leases, etc.” which were then sold as a package. CDOs often contain hundreds of underlying assets and to model the cash flow from them requires the use of sophisticated cash flow software (Benmelech & Dlugosz 2009). One of the notable aspects of CDOs in which councils were investing was that they were instruments that packaged the expected cash flows from mortgage debt rather than the mortgage debt itself (Rolfe 2009). This meant that owners of the CDOs were only entitled to the cash flow from the investments and had not right or hold on the assets associated with the cash flow. These products were substantially different from the traditional mortgage and asset back products.

As CDOs were typically offering 2-3% greater return than similarly rated bonds it appeared logical for local councils to try to maximise the returns from their investments if they were unaware of the increased associated risk. However, recognition of the risk intrinsically incorporated into CDOs was difficult even for sophisticated investors. CDOs were very prevalent in the financial product market during the early 2000s and were able to offer the prospect of diversification to potential investors (Partnoy & Skeel 2006). For institutional investors, who were confined by restrictions on their portfolio, CDOs provided the opportunity to invest in traditionally non-marketable assets. When this was coupled with the prevailing economic conditions showing reasonably stable 2% growth in GDP (RBA 2012), steadily increasing interest rates and increasing bond returns from 2000-2001 (Eslake 2011a, 2011b), it created an expectation that capital growth and investment returns would continue into the foreseeable future. However, what occurred, primarily due to the nature of the assets
backing the CDOs was the creation of a bubble which overinflated the true value of CDOs (Adam, Jhooty & Wong 2004; Levin & Coburn 2011; Tett 2007, 2009a, 2009b, 2010).

**Theoretical Model**

This paper adopts a Bourdieuan approach to exploring the underlying decision process that resulted in local councils investing in CDOs. As a social theorist, Bourdieu made a substantial contribution to the development of what is now described as practice theory. For Bourdieu, (1977) practice is based upon the inherent pre-existing dispositions of the actors. He proposed that the actors seek to improvise and pursue strategic goals and interests, while acting within their societal and situational environments which also have strong existing internal norms. Wacquant (2004) explained that Bourdieu sought to show that social agents develop strategies which are adapted to the area which they inhabit and that these strategies are unconscious results of prior learning and social expectations. Bourdieu aimed to analyse actors in the practical arena, while considering their performance, and their meaning as part of a social product which was linked to their cultural and symbolic actions (Breiger 2000). Bourdieu’s concepts are highly interdependent and the way in which he uses them is intended to guide research and elicit research questions in a variety of social environments while exploring the existing interrelationships (Hurtado 2010, p. 54).

Bourdieu sought to connect empirical research with his theoretical ideas and offer insights into “how objective and subjective factors are interrelated” (Berard 2005, p. 205). His work was grounded in the way everyday life operated and focused on the culture or as he posited, a “theory of practice” (Bourdieu 1977; Webb, Schirato & Danaher 2002). Bourdieu (1977) proposed that his “theory of practice” should not be considered as a pure theory, but as a framework which could provide the tools with which to develop understanding of practice. He was adamant about the inseparability of structure, subjectivity and the pre-reflectivity character of practice. Bourdieu (1987) contended that social order is produced through relations of domination, where the power to make groups and instil them with authority is a representation of symbolic power (Bourdieu 1987). In this view agents (or actors) develop ways of comprehending the world through developing dispositions or inclinations that support the patterns, purposes and principles of the social context in which they operate. The main terms he used to describe this theory of practice were habitus, field, and capital.

Bourdieu’s framework only mentions the terms, field, capital and habitus, however integral to this approach is the understanding that they only have meaning when the actors participate within them. Bourdieu (1977, 1984, 1990b) later further divided capital into a range of categories such as social capital, cultural capital and symbolic capital. The following Figure 1 provides an overview of how Bourdieu’s framework can be perceived.
Bourdieu perceives power as something that is created through culture and symbolism, which is then re-legitimised through interactions between the agent and the organisational structure. The primary way in which he viewed this occurring is through what he labelled ‘habitus’. Habitus is essential to Bourdieu’s theory (Berard 2005, p. 201) and is described as a socially constructed set of dispositions (Bourdieu 1977, 1996). It captures the ‘cultural unconscious’ that shapes action through encapsulating the dialect between structure and agency. Habitus is the residue of past actions, knowledge, know how, behaviour and responses that now function in the present and influence behaviour (Bourdieu 1984). Habitus is therefore the social norms or tendencies that guide behaviour, actions and thinking (Webb et al. 2002).

Cultural fields are made up of a range of “rules, rituals, conventions, categories, designations, appointments and titles which constitute an objective hierarchy” (Webb et al. 2002, p. 21), and lead to the production and authorisations of particular discourse and activities. Local councils are cultural fields with their own rules, policies and structures which are expected to lead to certain activities. Finance managers working in NSW local governments function in a variety of fields which are strongly interwoven. While some of these fields are highly regulated and prescriptive others are less rigid and are potentially adaptable to the power exerted by individuals or other fields. While there are a wide variety of fields which could influence the decision-making of local councils, for the purpose of this paper, we have restricted the fields to the three most influential. The primary fields were the individual councils, the field created by the Local Government ministerial investment policies and the financial professionals group. This group consisted of finance managers employed within metropolitan councils to manage the investments of the councils.
In this research, we utilise Bourdieu’s theory of practice to identify the factors that were instrumental in local council finance managers’ decisions to invest funds in CDOs. We consider each of the Bourdieu’s elements in the following analysis.

**Method**

Analysis of all 152 NSW council financial records demonstrated that there was a roughly even distribution between councils who chose to invest in CDOs and those who did not. Further analysis of council demographics (evaluating councils from remote, regional and metropolitan areas) highlighted that irrespective of the area where the councils operated and the resources they managed there was no significant difference in whether they decided to invest in CDOs or not. Metropolitan councils in NSW were chosen for this study as they had more available funds within their investment portfolios than their regional and remote counterparts. This meant that their decisions to invest, or not, in CDOs was not influenced by their availability of funds. Interviews were conducted with 28 individuals working within 14 local councils, an external auditor responsible for the audits of 20 local councils and an investment advisor who provided advice to 17 NSW local councils. The participants of this study worked within NSW local councils and were responsible for making financial investment decisions.

The actions and decision-making processes used within councils fell naturally into three distinct groups; those who chose not to invest in CDOs (the pseudonym used for this group of councils is Applewood Councils), those who chose to invest in CDOs with a poor knowledge of the products (pseudonym Blackwood Councils), and those who chose to invest in CDOs a good knowledge of the products (pseudonym Cedarwood Councils). For the purpose of this article, we have represented three of these groups as “types” of councils and used pseudonyms to maintain confidentiality. The fourth group (four councils with significant losses who invested heavily in CDOs and subsequently sued Lehman Brothers and their marketing subsidiary, Grange Securities) we refer to by their actual names as they are included by accessing public documents and publically available commentaries. These councils exhibit many of the same characteristics of the councils in the “Blackwell” category, but have been put into a separate category because of the extent of their losses. They all declined to be interviewed (with one commenting that the mere mention of CDOs made them nauseous), therefore no primary data is available. The actions described are representative of councils within these groups and have been presented as though they are four groups of councils to demonstrate the behaviours and processes they followed. The following Table 1 identifies the names given to each group, the number of councils and participants within each.
Table 1: Participants in Interviews: *(The council names and the participant names have been changed to pseudonyms for preservation of anonymity)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Council group</th>
<th>Council profile (NSW Metropolitan council)</th>
<th>Interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applewood Councils</td>
<td>Applewood councils did not invest in CDOs. There were 4 councils in this group.</td>
<td>7 interview participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackwell Councils</td>
<td>This group was comprised of 6 different councils. This group of councils had CDO investment portfolios ranging from $10 to $50 million.</td>
<td>11 interview participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedarvale Councils</td>
<td>This group was comprised of 4 different councils. These councils had internal policies which allowed them to invest in CDOs but they also had strong internal governance and financial oversite to assess the risks associated with financial products.</td>
<td>8 interview participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fields**

From the perspective of the finance managers, State Government through ministerial investment policy guidelines provided an example of highly regulated fields. These policy guidelines imposed restrictions detailing the types of financial investment products in which local councils were able to invest. The investment policies dictated to NSW local councils through the ministerial investment guidelines have changed over time. When the 1993 Local Government Act was introduced, it referenced the NSW 1925 Trustees Act and required that councils acknowledge that they were custodians and trustees of public assets and incorporated protection of investment capital as a priority. Thereby stipulating that councils had a fiduciary duty to preserve capital for the benefit of future generations. Since 1993 there has been a general widening of the types of products in which councils were able to invest. Later amendments to the 1993 Local Government Act removed the reference to the Trustees Act 1925 (Dollery, Fletcher et al. 1998; Dollery, Wallis et al. 2006). By 2000 the guidelines incorporated investment in rated products such as CDOs (NSW DLG 2000), thereby providing an opening for more aggressive and risk-accepting investments by local councils. Similarly finance managers are also governed by the investment policies and practices of their individual local councils (which also have to comply with the State investment guidelines), thereby creating firm boundaries within which they have to function. However these policies are influenced by the particular field and habitus of the organisation and capital (discussed below) of those responsible for investment decisions.
An example of where the field within which finance managers’ practice is less restrictive and where influence may be exerted is the finance managers’ groups. These groups were made up of finance managers from up to 20 different councils and provided finance professional an opportunity to meet and discuss issues faced by their members. The purpose of these meetings was to provide an opportunity for finance managers from different councils to get together and exchange information knowledge and experiences with the goal of improving practices within the profession. This field has the potential to exert influence on the perceptions and actions of the finance managers and then, through the actions of finance managers in other fields, to be extended beyond that original field. Bourdieu recognised that if the conditions in a field changed significantly, then the habitus would still generate the conditions previously expected and would no longer meet the objectives of the field (Hurtado 2010). He suggested that this would cause the individuals within a field to be more reflective, and consider their practices, which may then lead to modifications of those practices. Therefore influences in a field have the capacity to shape the existing habitus and the practices of those functioning within the field.

This field appeared to influence the Applewood Council groups’ decisions to not invest in CDOs. When a finance manager attended external meetings which operated partly as a platform for marketing these instruments. Despite the perceived credibility due to advertising at a professional event Applewood group were sceptical of the claims made and resisted the peer pressure associated with the external groups.

Applewood Council #1

*It was quite bizarre when it was all happening because there is a financial professionals group and we have a conference. We meet once a month as in a ... group and there were these “spruikers” who were actually sponsoring the [group]. The local government managers association were going to the conferences and talking about all these investments. [The spruikers were] trying to use it as a platform to get on board as well. I think that some councils fell for all that said “oh it must be alright they are sponsoring the financial professionals”. [They were] throwing money at the local government managers association so it was spruiking in a big way if you ask me’...I just admitted that I did not understand it. It just seemed too complicated and, obviously, if there is a bigger return, then there is always a bigger risk. That is the way we looked at it.*

Thus, although the finance manager at this Applewood council was influenced by the group context he resisted the urge to conform and recognised that there was a contradiction between the rhetoric and the reality of the financial instrument. This reflects an interaction between the field and the habitus of the finance managers.
The suggestion of a participant from council 1 that “some councils fell for all that” is evidenced by the fourth set of councils included in this study. For reasons unknown to the authors (although we speculate that several of the fourth type of councils were engaged in suing the marketers and or providers of the CDOs at the time that the interviews for this study were conducted), members of the set of councils who invested heavily in CDOs and lost a substantial amount of their investment did not want to be interviewed. Because of this, we have referred to the case notes and comments of judges in those cases that have now been concluded involving this set of councils. In order to characterise the Field of this fourth set of councils, we refer to the Federal Court’s findings in Wingecarribee Shire Council v Lehman Brothers Australia Ltd where four councils brought a class action against Lehman Brothers.

_The products Lehman’s was selling were synthetic collateralised debt obligations (CDOs) that were so complex they were beyond comprehension for most people. The Court found these CDOs were only suitable for ‘sophisticated investors’, in the ordinary meaning of the words. The Councils were held to be unsophisticated investors even though they could technically be qualified as “sophisticated” under statute …_2. An investor may be considered unsophisticated if they do not have the capacity to understand the product and its risks even if the investor would be classified as “sophisticated” under statute.

William Roberts Lawyers (2015) commenting on Wingecarribee Shire Council v Lehman Brothers Australia Ltd

This suggests that this group of councils had been influenced by the potential high returns without proper regard for the increased risk. These councils handed over the management of their portfolios and the financial investment decisions to an organisation that they perceived as being experts in that field. The fact that the organisation had a vested interest in selling and promoting CDOs was largely ignored. It is likely that these councils believed that they had discharged their accountability requirements by placing their investments in the hands of so called experts. In the Bourdieuian analysis it is likely that the habitus within each council (field) played a dominant role in investment decision making.

**Habitus**

In Bourdieu’s terms habitus encompasses the social norms and values that inhabit organisational structures and guide individual behaviour. Activities that are divergent from these “unseens” can be problematic. In this study the aggressive sales tactics by CDO salesmen concerned the finance officers at each council. In terms of local government habitus, these aggressive marketing

---

1 the legal categorisation of a sophisticated investor is any person or entity who has more the $500,000 to invest. With the primary assumption being those with more than that amount to invest has the financial resources to be able to afford expert advice
techniques violated the finance managers’ sense of proper organisational structure. The sales strategy of disregarding the council hierarchy in order to sell the product caused finance managers to question the integrity and credibility of the salesman.

Applewood Council #2:
We didn’t like his [the CDO Salesman’s] tactics either...Go to me, get knocked back, go to my boss, get knocked back, go to the general manager, get knocked back...The guy promoting them ... he was .. probably more of a salesman than an investment...advisor.

Cedarvale Council #1:
They (CDO salesmen) were pushing right up to the director level. We know that they tried to push [this products to Councils’ ]CEOs and mayors in some councils. The Director [of the CDO marketing firm] who was there... certainly did approach him [the council CEO].

The participants also questioned the need to market the product so aggressively. This actually reduced the finance managers’ confidence in the financial instrument because the claims seemed extraordinary. The rhetoric clashed with the intuition and conventional knowledge of the participants which meant they were less likely to adopt the product. In this sense, the legitimacy of the product was reduced because the context in which it had been introduced conflicted with the finance managers’ habitus.

Blacwell Council #1
They marketed it [the CDOs] as though you were doing something wrong if you didn’t go into it [purchasing CDOs for your council]. They marketed it from the point of view that you [would have] great returns. I said “you are kidding me, are you telling me that I can put my grandmother’s inheritance into a CDO and it will be safer than putting it into a high grade bank term deposit?” And she said “yes”. So they had a hard sell where they tried to make people believe that you were doing the wrong thing if you weren’t getting the best returns.

Blackwell Council #1 interviewees also mentioned that they were concerned for younger local council finance managers being more vulnerable to aggressive sales techniques than more experienced and seasoned finance managers (“old heads” as they called them).

But I just wonder... there was some young blokes in there and some of those councils [with younger finance managers] invested more in CDOs.

Blackwell Council #2 was also willing to defend their decision to invest in CDOs:
It is hard to say that the decision to invest in CDOs at this council was wrong. Just because they are CDOs does not mean that they are bad. The early CDOs ... the risk was not high, they were well secured.

While the participants from Blakwell Council #2 described the early investments in CDOs as ‘well secured’, this was not entirely the case. The CDOs in which they had been investing were only
backed by the cashflow from the assets. The owners of the CDOs had no right to the underlying asset from which the cash flow was generated.

Blackwell Council #3 was also concerned with not wanting to look conservative:

\[ \text{We invested for the higher returns ... the returns were 50 to 100 base points above the term deposits} \]

Additionally stating that:

\[ \text{We invested in CDOs mainly to show we were actively investing and not being conservative for conservativeness sake, it was [a]recognition that our portfolio wasn't getting [the] returns that private organisations were.} \]

There was a clear desire by these Blackwell councils to show that they were willing and able to invest money for the councils and to get above normal returns, viewing this as what they were employed to do. Habitus in local councils can be vested in the organisation itself, or within the individuals working in the organisation. From the perspective of the local councils, prior experiences, both good and bad, develop a habitus which is capable of influencing future behaviour. Lack of experience with investment failure in the past also had the capacity to create a habitus where even the idea that financial investment may contain risk is not considered. Thus experience would shape the individual’s habitus and make the more experienced manager less vulnerable to aggressive sales techniques.

Another example of how the habitus of the particular council managed (influenced) the behaviour of the investment manager was Applewood Council #4, which had strict internal policies related to investments. This policy only allowed investments in products that were government secured (such as bank term deposits).

\[ \text{Applewood Council #4: our investments are very vanilla ... we just invest in term deposits ... my job is to turn over the investments and get the best return I can within the constraints.} \]

It was evident that those charged with investment decisions at Applewood Council #4 felt frustration with not being able to pursue more aggressive investment products and felt they were being controlled by the internal council investment policy. This showed the ability of the habitus of the council to manage and control what they considered to be undesirable behaviour. However unpopular this may have been with the investment officers, ultimately this policy proved to be beneficial and effectively protected the council from undue losses.

Returning to the Federal Court’s judgement in The Lehman Case, high pressure and misleading sales tactics were referred to by the Court on the part of both Lehman Brothers and their marketers, and
the Court found that, in an attempt to attract investors, Lehman Brothers had misrepresented very complex and high-risk financial products to councils and charities around Australia as “safer than the four major Australian banks” when they were not (William Roberts Lawyers 2015). Additionally, “How was it that relatively unsophisticated council officers came to invest many millions of ratepayers’ funds in these specialised financial instruments? That is the fundamental question at the heart of these proceedings,” mused Justice Steven Rares, before pronouncing judgement in a case that has far-reaching implications for the regulation of financial services both here and internationally (Wingecarribee Shire Council v Lehman Brothers Australia (in liq) [2012] FCA 1028 at 14)... The Rares judgement provides the first definitive answer. It finds that Grange Securities, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lehman Brothers, breached its fiduciary duty and engaged in misleading and deceptive conduct in placing highly complex collateralised debt obligations in the portfolios of councils (O’Brien 2012). One of the reasons that this action was successful was that these councils handed over the management of their investment portfolios to Grange Securities, so it was not the councils who made the decision to invest in CDOs, it was Grange in their capacity as investment managers.

From a Bourdieuan perspective, habitus within these councils led them to decide to place the responsibility of managing financial investments in the hands of another entity. In these cases that entity was Grange Securities. These councils acted in the belief that they did not have the necessary skills in house to be able to make good and well informed investment decisions, and that by using an investment management entity their investment portfolio would be well managed. While their ability to recognise that they may not have had the skills to properly manage these investments, there also seems to have been a desire to divest themselves of their fiduciary responsibilities as they handed control to an outside entity. The habitus of these councils appears to encouraged the delegation of responsibility rather than maintain control themselves.

**Capital**

Bourdieu describes the concepts of field and capital as being the structural context in which action occurs. Struggles over various resources that actors decide are worth expending effort on define the stakes that are valued by the actors. Action is shaped by the recognition of those stakes and also by the resources (capital) available to the agents and also by the resources which are sought. While the traditional concept of capital (Emirbayer & Johnston 2008) has typically related to money or financial resources (economic capital), the more modern approach has been to include other types of capital such as human and social capital. Hence, capital can refer to both the tangible and intangible resources which enable individuals to further their aspirations and achieve success (or what is
perceived as success) within their field. The quantity and type of capital that agents are able to control are thereby a reflection of their social position within any given field and as highlighted by Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992, p. 110) “capital does not exist and function except in relationship to a field” and an individual’s capital may be substantially different in different fields.

Within the local government environment in NSW, there is a range of different types of capital that may exist. Within local councils there is a hierarchical structure that creates capital due to each individual’s position in that social structure. The elected councillors may have the role of guiding the overall policy and direction of the council and therefore the capital in respect of policy, however it is the general manager who is responsible for day to day operations and hence has the capital to influence practice. Individuals such as the finance manager may have capital due to expert knowledge, qualifications and experience which could be used to influence policies and decisions. Other capital may be vested in the educational qualifications, practical experience, capacity to influence policy, or links to community or business of other individuals. Bourdieu (1987, 1990b, 1996) highlighted that individuals within society, in positions of authority, try to hang onto power, not only through controlling physical action but also by dominating the social discourse.

From this it can be seen that by their aggressive marketing techniques, companies such as Iron Securities\(^2\) challenged the proper order of things at the councils where the interviews took place and (in some cases) alienated the finance managers that they hoped to enrol. However, these finance managers also expressed some concern that these tactics may have been more effective with less experienced finance managers.

One forum within which knowledge and experience is shared in the field of local council finance managers was the “Rock Group” which is an opportunity (by the sponsor) to market to the finance managers but also presents an opportunity for transfer of knowledge, experience and warnings between managers. For example, one council in the Blackwell group had about $50 million in CDOs before going to one such meeting in 2005:

Blackwell Council #6:
[It was... at that meeting that I came back and I thought “I am going to have a really good look at what we have got in this portfolio, at what I have inherited”, and they [our CDOs] were everywhere. You would have, for example, Ford Motor Company, on 11 [out of 13 of your CDOs]... So as soon as you had a credit default, Bang, [there would be] credit default on the whole 11 of them. They had these triple CDOs they had all sorts of things and names for them and the names were repeated and it became [clear] when you looked... across the CDOs that were out there, there were a lot of companies that were duplicated in a lot of these CDOs.]

\(^2\) Name changed. Marketers of CDO related products.
They were in the same names and hence I went down from about $52 million [Blackwell Council #6’s investment in CDO related products] to about $19 million [and] I made sure that the portfolio that we had basically did not double up a lot on these names and that they were reasonable products.

This council then decided to reduce the numbers and amount of their investments in CDOs. Their CDO investment portfolio had been reduced to $23 million when the GFC occurred and as a subsequence lost $5 million of their original investments, as well as not receiving a returns on their investments within another 10 million of investments for up to four years.

The social / group context was also mentioned by Applewood Council 2:

*Local government is a funny place as well, everyone really talks to each other as you will find as you go around. Yeah, so I would be talking to other finance managers “what do you think of this? What do you think of that?”.*

Another factor that led to these councils not being far more involved with investing council funds in CDOs was their view of the role of council being primarily one of stewardship over the funds rather than seeking maximum return on investment. Participants distrusted the aggressive marketing tactics of CDO sellers, and felt that the proper role of council was primarily to act as a steward of ratepayers’ money rather than to maximise return on investment of these funds.

Applewood Council #3

‘All in all we are very conservative, and this comes right from our councillors down. I have had to report [on this matter] and stress to the councillors that we have not been involved with CDOs… Since the CDO [issue arose] I suppose we have had a new council come in. We had the old council asking, “what was our exposure to CDOs?” We said, “nil”. We had the new council asking “what was our exposure to CDOs?” We said “nil”. Every now and then ratepayers will write to us, (I have had about half a dozen over the last few years) asking, “what was council’s exposure to CDOs?” We keep saying, “nil”… We have to maximise our return but … no one is going to thank us if we invest in something that falls over… without a doubt, yeah, it is the rate payers’ money, it is not our money.

Cedarvale Council #4:

*No, I think it [our decision to invest only conservatively in CDOs] comes more from the requirements around prudentially managing the portfolio…We look at it as, “this is someone else’s money that we are investing”. It is there for us to provide infrastructure for (the) community and so that is essentially what drives the capital preservation aspect*

From these comments, it can be seen that, although the Local Government Act, (1993) allowed finance managers to invest council funds in a range of sophisticated investment products such as CDOs, some aspects of the habitus, field, and capital (or lack of knowledge capital when a finance
manager realised they really did not understand CDOs) served to protect local councils from losing more in the GFC than might otherwise have been the case.

The finance manager of Blackwell Council #6 took over management of financial investments in his council in 2003 when the council had around $50 million invested in CDOs. He was annoyed by the aggressive marketing techniques used by marketers associated with promoting CDOs. It was talking to other council finance professionals and an education session in which some of the duplications and risks inherent in CDOs was explained to him, that encouraged him to divest Blackwell’s CDOs down to about $23 million. This council lost approximately $5 million in the GFC but it may have been substantially more if they had continued with the high CDO investment strategy.

The finance officer at Blacwell Council #4 was considered an experienced officer and there was little oversight of his actions. He was assigned expected performance levels and, while he continued to achieve them, he was left to his own devices. It was his own assessment of the risk of CDOs which determined if these products should be considered. From Bourdieu’s perspective, this showed that the capital vested in the individual allowed him unfettered action.

Cedarval Councils #2 and #4 had sophisticated software and systems for managing their investment processes and emphasised that they were far more conservative in investments than the 1993 Act would have required them to be. This was because they felt that trading in CDOs was really not the role of council. Cedarvale councils did invest in some CDOs and take some losses but they emphasised that they did this with a good level of technical knowledge (capital) and that their strategy was to hold CDOs to maturity depending on when cash flow was required, rather than trading them:

Cedarvale Council #3

Yes... it is not as if we took the things[CDOs] on blindly – which is one of the reasons why we never joined any class actions because we did research and I am not going to stand up in court and say, “we went into this blindly, because someone misled us”. We actually went in and did studies and, as I said, the reason why the thing [our Council’s investment in CDOs]never expanded into a huge area was that we saw credit risks in them. Effectively they were just creating [the] same risks in different products. When we went into the things we only did them in small parcels of $2 million normally. So, when they have fallen over like these two [CDOs] have now, we are sitting on a loss of [only] $5 million dollars.

As regards the fourth set of councils, The Federal Court commented on their (the four councils in the class action against Lehman Brothers and Grange Securities) capital in the matter of sophisticated investment:
The current case involves three local Australian councils representing a class action that includes non-profit and charity claimants. That in itself is interesting. Given the societal implications, it is curious that litigation of this nature was left to commercial funders, listed on the Australian Stock Exchange for profit, rather than the regulator funded by the taxpayer to uphold the public interest. The Federal Court found that “the improvidence, and commercial naivety, of Grange’s council clients in entering into these transactions, that were highly advantageous to Grange,” (at 266) could only have occurred because the investment bank was dealing with officials variously described as “financially quite unsophisticated and completely out of his depth” (at 483), “uninformed” (at 491), and “careless” (at 462). (O’Brien, 2012).

Discussion

It can be seen from these interviews that field and capital are interwoven with habitus. As actors operate and become involved within a particular field, the habitus is shaped, in turn causing actions to be shaped, which then act to reproduce the field. The capital controlled by agents defines their position within the field, the position held allows possibilities for action and hence the capacity to influence and reshape the habitus. Applying this logic to local governments, habitus is constructed by the social context in which it operates (the field), and actions of the actor, depending on their level of capital, are able to shape the nature of the organisation.

Thus, Applewood Councils finance managers realised that they had little knowledge capital in the area of CDOs, felt that CDOs were products that were inconsistent with their role of stewardship over council funds and they were also distrustful of violations of proper hierarchy involved with CDO marketing techniques by those selling the products. Consequently even though the 1993 Local Government Act allowed Applewood Councils to invest in CDOs, the habitus of the council and those charged with making investment decision meant that they chose not to invest in CDOs. The habitus of the council dictated that a good system of managing local government finances ought to include a clarity of accountability (Bailey 2003) and that uninformed, or under informed decisions, did not fit with their perception of proper management. This habitus also aligned with the habitus of the finance managers who used their capital to support the existing habitus of the organisation.

Blackwell Councils were quite heavily invested in CDOs following the 1993 Act, and this was largely due to the habitus of the council. The council had previously made some very successful but high risk investments. This success encouraged a habitus that fostered an investment strategy that neglected proper risk assessment. However, through interaction with peers via a particular seminar, AG developed an understanding of the complex structure of CDOs which lead to adjustments to his knowledge capital. This resulted in AG divesting the investment portfolio of more than half of his Blackwell Council’s CDOs by the time of the GFC. This decision meant that Blackwell was not as exposed to the collapse of the CDO market as might otherwise have been the case. The capital developed by the finance manager meant that he was able to recognise the risks associated with
investments in CDOs, and when that risk was recognised, to unilaterally make the decision to sell some of the CDOs and reduce the council’s exposure to failure of the product. This demonstrated that even though the habitus of the council encouraged risk to achieve higher returns, the finance manager held sufficient capital to act and reduce the exposure of the council.

Cedarvale Councils had by far the highest capital in terms of investment knowledge about CDOs, they invested in training and provided resources so that the finance staff could develop a good knowledge of different financial instruments. The habitus of the council encouraged investment in a wide range of products but only if they had a good understanding of the associated risks. They accepted that higher returns normally meant associated higher risk and the habitus of the council encouraged acceptance of higher risk provided that the risk was understood. Their view of the proper role of councils being to hold investments to maturity and match investments with cash flow requirements rather than maximising returns through trading in sophisticated products. This approach served to insulate them somewhat from the market collapse, as they held the CDOs to maturity rather than reacting to the market failure and selling out at a loss. They had a good understanding of the product and how it worked so were able to make well informed decisions.

This was not the case with Wingecarribee Shire Council and the other councils who joined with them in the class action against Grange Securities and Lehman Brothers:

Justice Rares (O’Brien, 2012) is disarmingly forthright: “The nature and risks of a CDO are concepts that are beyond the grasp of most people … Nonetheless, Grange portrayed itself as an expert in these investments. Most certainly, none of the seven council officers who gave evidence had any expertise in these financial products. Grange knew and preyed on that lack of expertise and the trust the councils placed in its expert advice” (at 410). In a remarkably detailed judgement, the Federal Court holds that Grange could only do so by actively circumventing the stated objection of its clients. The point is highlighted in dealings with Wingecarribee Council. “Grange tested the water” and when the official “bit” he was “reeled in” by “words of comfort” (at 662). The councils believed that “they had the best of both worlds: principal protection and increased interest. For Grange, this manner of allaying risk averse, financially unsophisticated council officers’ fears of CDOs, was as easy as shooting fish in a barrel” (at 662).

(Justice Rares quoted in O’Brien 2012).

Conclusion

The investment policy governing financial investments by NSW councils has substantially changed over the last two decades. This could be argued to be part of a general policy shift towards neoliberal narratives (Bevir 2011). From a very conservative and restrictive approach prior to 1993 the policy has gradually been relaxed allowing more aggressive financial investments. By 2000
investment in financial instruments was allowed (provided the councils understood the risk). This meant that there were some restrictions on the types of investments but that it did not restrict the level of risk that could be taken. The only requirement was that the councils should understand the risk. This meant that although councils and financial investment managers established their own acceptable levels of risk, the level of risk a public sector entity should take is open to interpretation. While taking risks for higher returns may be acceptable and even viewed as desirable in the private sector, this may not be viewed the same way in the public domain (Hood, Stein & Jarman 2013).

Since the GFC and collapse of the markets for CDOs and other financial instruments, the policy has changed again. The policies are now very restrictive and councils are unable to invest in any products that are unsecured. This means that almost all investments are now in term deposits with the major banks. The public sector organisations are now being judged on their decisions and forcibly restrained from taking on products with any level of risk (Kelly 2011).

Investment decisions within NSW councils are governed by the investment guidelines issued by Treasury. Up until the GFC the restrictions on financial investments gradually became less regulated and it was up to the individual councils to determine the level of risk that they were willing to accept when making financial investments. It could be argued that the changes to the Ministerial restrictions placed on financial investments may have encouraged NSW local councils to take on investments with higher risk than they would normally consider. Councils with unsophisticated and inexperienced finance managers may have assumed that reliance on, and compliance with, the investment policy was a mechanism for adequate governance and that the Ministerial guidelines provided an underlying determination of acceptable risk (which in the case of CDOs meant accepting high risk investments). In making the decision to invest (or not) in CDOs, it can be seen that the relaxation of the NSW ministerial guidelines may have led individual local councils toward higher risk products, when in reality the onus was being placed on the respective council to determine which products they were willing to invest in and the risks that they were willing to accept. Individual councils had the ability to manage the level of risk that they were willing to undertake and to control the actions of the financial managers through their own investment policies.

Bourdieu’s Theory of Practice has provided a framework to analyse the actions of financial investment officers within councils. The regulatory field of Ministerial guidelines provided a control over behaviour however, when constraints within this field were relaxed, investment managers desiring a more aggressive and risk accepting approach were able to indulge in those practices. Investment policies within councils created an additional boundary that was able to control behaviour. An example of a less confining field that was still able to exert influence was the finance
managers’ group. This field allowed group analysis of issues providing different perspectives and was able to exert a level of professional scepticism over investment decisions by individuals.

Aggressive marketing techniques concerned some finance managers and diminished their perceptions of the products. Experienced finance managers felt that the way the products were marketed violated the way decisions should be made and that less experienced finance managers may be improperly influenced. Prior experiences serve to build the instructional knowledge and hence the habitus hopefully leading to better decisions. However, prior success with high risk investments also served to influence the habitus, with some councils who had been successful with high investments actively pursuing high risk and high return products.

Bourdieu’s explanation of capital was used to show that where there was capital invested within an individual it was able to be used to shape action. Finance managers with capital were able to take action within other constraints. Levels of trust and perceived knowledge meant that some individuals were able to make decisions without any significant levels of oversight. Provided they were meeting the expected levels of performance their actions were not reviewed.

Financial investment decisions made by local councils take place within a social context. Hierarchies exist within councils, the investment policy of each council was able to control the actions of investment managers and restrict the level of risk to a level evaluated as acceptable. Finance managers of councils were provided with a policy that determined the level of risk that the council was willing to accept and then provided with the autonomy to make decisions within those guidelines. Finance managers with high risk acceptance were constrained by the council policy, while those with low risk acceptance were able to lower the risk taken even further below what the council would accept. The finance managers group provided mechanisms, training and peer advice which affected the habitus and willingness to accept risk of the group. However, ultimately it was the habitus and acceptance of risk within each of the individual local councils, which was the crucial component in the determination of whether or not they were disposed to engage in these types of investments. The investment guidelines from the state government set one benchmark, but it was up to each council to determine what they were willing to accept and set an appropriate benchmark for themselves. This was determined by the councils and the individuals entrusted with making these decisions which meant that the policy adopted was fabricated from the habitus of the council and influenced by the habitus and relative capital of the finance managers.

This paper has shown that local councils need to consider how they manage and control behaviour. If excessive capital is left in the hands of individuals then the organisation may loss control. Policies
of external bodies such as the state government have the ability to set constraints yet, it is the policy, controls and actions of the council that determines the ultimate behaviour of its members. If the council has established controls and expectations linked to policies reflecting the organisations goals then council officers will abide by them even if contrary to the individuals own inclinations.
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